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World. These neoliberal regimes are shown to
demolish institutions of political democracy by
restricting the freedom of the masses in favour
of protecting the freedom of the few – the
interests of private property owners, businesses,
multinational corporations, and ﬁnancial capital.
Harvey, undoubtedly one of the most
important geographers of recent times, has
shown the ongoing importance of Marxist
analysis, bringing to centre-stage an analysis of
class in a critique of global capitalism. A brief
history of neoliberalism, while contributing to this
broader project, opens up as many questions as
it answers, and herein lie the research avenues
for anthropology, of which I will raise a few. The
ﬁrst is an analysis of class power. Harvey has
incorporated earlier criticisms of his work by
taking on board race and gender, yet he
nevertheless implies that class is foundational for
capitalism in a way that race and gender are not.
Harvey is also unclear about whether
neoliberalism has restored the power of an elite
class or in fact enabled the emergence of an
entirely new class. The answer is probably both,
and that class is always racialized and gendered,
but it is one that anthropology should explore
through research on the social relations that
characterize neoliberalism in different parts of
the world. The second research avenue for
anthropology is a comparative analysis of the
impact of neoliberalism in much of the world
that is suffering its consequences. Harvey is
careful to emphasize the unevenness of
neoliberal globalization. However, we need
detailed studies, such as that being produced
through the most recent books of James
Ferguson on Africa and Aihwa Ong on East and
Southeast Asian states, to show how
neoliberalism is being taken up by different
regimes, what salience it acquires for different
people and why, and the ways in which it
marginalizes but is sometimes also co-opted by
the masses. And ﬁnally, and this is where
Harvey’s work is perhaps the weakest, the third
research avenue for anthropology comprises
proposals of alternatives to neoliberalism. Harvey
settles for a rejuvenated class politics, a strong
social democratic and working-class movement,
but with little theoretical insight into what that
changing world should look like. This is perhaps
where anthropology has the most to contribute
by revisiting the fruits of our own historical
produce from which alternatives to neoliberalism
can emerge – the analyses of societies where
economic arrangements are embedded in social
relations, where rules of reciprocity, communal
obligations, and redistribution are the norm and

market relations the anomaly, and which after all
have formed much of human history.
Alpa Shah Goldsmiths College

Hawkes, Kristen & Richard R. Paine (eds).
The evolution of human life history. xiii, 505
pp., ﬁgs, tables, bibliogr. Oxford: James
Currey; Santa Fe: School of American
Research Press, 2006. £19.95 (paper)
This is an important and authoritative book,
pioneering a new disciplinary ﬁeld and in the
process overturning much conventional wisdom.
Some will view its conclusions as highly
controversial, but the contributors are major and
respected ﬁgures in their ﬁelds. The evolution of
human life history is the published outcome of a
seminar sponsored by the School of American
Research in 2002. Unlike other multi-authored
volumes of this kind, it is impressively coherent
and tightly edited.
The volume consists of eleven chapters,
including an introduction and three somewhat
technical appendices. One of the two editors –
Kristen Hawkes – co-authored chapters 1 and 2
and singly authored 3 and 4; clearly, she is the
dominant inﬂuence throughout. This reviewer
found her chapter 4 (‘Slow life histories and
human evolution’) a tour de force. Subsequent
titles include ‘Primate life histories and the role
of brains’ (Carel van Schaik and colleagues),
‘Lactation, complementary feeding and human
life history’ (Daniel Sellen), ‘Modern human life
history’ (Barry Bogin), ‘Contemporary
hunter-gatherers and human life history
evolution’ (Nicholas Blurton Jones), and ‘The
osteological evidence for human longevity in the
recent past’ (Lyle Konigsberg and Nicholas
Herrmann). Of more than specialist interest, the
volume is the latest instalment in a bold project
to restructure the science of human evolution as
a whole.
Humans develop more slowly than the other
great apes; we are the only living higher primate
to have childhood and adolescent growth
phases. Children depend on parents or other
carers for subsistence longer than do the
offspring of any other mammal, yet we wean
our babies earlier than do most other apes. We
have a higher survival rate, begin our
reproductive effort later, and have shorter
inter-birth intervals. We have the longest lifespan
of any terrestrial mammal, yet women stop
bearing children in the middle of it.
This uniquely human combination of life
history features has only recently been properly
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recognized and described. Instead of seeking
adaptive explanations for the components taken
individually, conventional wisdom tended to
attribute the overall pattern to a single factor
(e.g. ‘neoteny’), this in turn being attributed – at
least in the original ‘Man the hunter’ narratives
– to paternity certainty and the nuclear family as
supposedly characteristic of hominins since the
emergence of bipedalism.
This book offers quite different explanations.
It carefully examines the ‘Hunting hypothesis’ in
both traditional and updated versions,
comparing it with what has come to be known
as the ‘Grandmother hypothesis’. ‘Man the
hunter’ centred on male behaviour and
especially on male paternal care as the central
factor enabling lengthened juvenile
development, an underlying assumption being
that both sexes share the same productive and
reproductive interests. The Grandmothering
hypothesis makes no such assumptions. It
attends explicitly to female life history trade-offs,
proposing that slowed ageing is favoured by the
contribution that older females can make to the
survival and fertility of their junior kin. These
ﬁtness effects from grandmothering result in
competitive advantages for lineages in which
ageing is slower than in ancestral populations.
This results in lower adult mortality. Longer life
expectancy in turn tips the balance of costs and
beneﬁts in favour of a suite of further changes,
including delayed ﬁrst reproduction.
This book avoids the circularity of invoking
‘special’ principles to explain why humans are
apparently ‘special’. The authors concede that
human evolution presents us with numerous
theoretical problems. But we are unlikely to
solve these if we make up the rules as we go
along. Monogamy is difﬁcult to enforce; any
model that sets out from paternity certainty as
its point of departure has some explaining to do.
The Grandmother hypothesis avoids problems of
this kind. Its basic methodological premise is
that distinctively human life history details must
be explained in terms of general life history
theory – that is, explained by relying on models
applicable to mammals including primates in
general.
This means focusing on females. It is not that
males do not count. Unlike males in most
primate species, men expend substantial effort
producing food destined to be consumed by
females and juveniles. But the best way to
explain this is to avoid special pleading, relying
instead on models that have proved productive
in explaining male-female arrangements among
mammals more generally.

Life history questions such as when to stop
growing and have the ﬁrst baby, whether to
have singletons, twins, or more offspring per
pregnancy, and when to wean and move on to
the next baby are questions about female life
histories. As females make their choices in these
respects, males are presented with
correspondingly changed trade-offs. If
hunter-gatherer men are generous, energetic
hunters – which in general they are – it is
because hunter-gatherer women ensure that
they are kept on their toes. For mammals in
general, female strategies act as ultimate
determinants. Humans may be ‘special’ in
signiﬁcant respects, but human evolution is
unlikely to have run contrary to Darwinian law.
Chris Knight University of East London

Povinelli, Elizabeth. The empire of love:
toward a theory of intimacy, genealogy, and
carnality. xiii, 285 pp., bibliogr. London,
Durham, N.C.: Duke Univ. Press, 2006.
£60.00 (cloth), £14.99 (paper)
The empire of love is both strange and wonderful.
A reader familiar with Elizabeth Povinelli’s prior
work might pick up this small volume expecting
to ﬁnd an expanded version of her brilliant essay
‘Notes on gridlock’, which showed how liberal
forms of power have split the world. On the one
hand, one ﬁnds the realm of the ‘little
genealogy’ that makes up the heteronormative
nuclear family. This is the homeland of an
intimate form of love that provides a model for
the contract between subjects and the state. On
the other hand, one ﬁnds the realm of
genealogy, writ large, inhabited by indigenous
subjects whose relationships and practices
appear as maximally determined by the past.
This is the homeland not of choice, but of
coercion by the forces of tradition and ‘blood’.
In both cases, the two poles infect one another:
true love, like true inheritance, escapes
calculation; it is supposed to ‘just happen’, even
against the subject’s will. Like Povinelli’s earlier
writings, The empire of love shows how
indigenous people confront ‘a double bind –
either love through liberal ideals of
self-sovereignty and deculture yourself, or love
according to the fantasy of the undying dictates
of your tradition and dehumanize yourself’
(p. 228). But here, Povinelli lingers on the
corporeal costs of what she calls the ‘cunning of
recognition’, not only for indigenous people,
but also for other non-normative communities
caught up in the liberal logic that she dissects.
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